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Overview:
1. Tangling will be built from non-intersecting lines on two dimensional surfaces. At fist
compact, then periodic and later with increasing the genus.
2. Touch base on triply periodic minimal surfaces
3. Three physical settings:
A) terpolymer self-assembly,
B) corneocyte cells in skin and solvation free energy,
C) Auxetic tensegrities from periodic weavings.
Motivations for exploring tangling: protein folding, polymeric materials, DNA tangling, tangled
molecules, entangled defect lines in liquid crystals.
Torus knots: (https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Torus_knot ) ordered by crossing numbers,
structures and examples
What about knots on higher genus tori? Characterization with “railway tracks and switches,”
examples when the knots have multiple components
Taxonomy of possible structures with changes in twists and changes in track numbers, with
different number of components, twist disparities (and different genus of the torus).
Examples
of
architectures
from
(https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Circuit_rank )
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The table of existing knot tables was reconstructed from the taxonomy.
Note: highly tangled structures are often un-knots.
Periodic Tangling:
-Example of tubular hexagonal surface with two different loops
-Example of a 3-periodic tangling: 2-tubified network that are 3-periodic that have a quotient
graph of the rectangular torus and trigonal torus.
-Example of a simple rod packing
- Example of a beta manganese rod packing
- Sigma plus rod packing

Symmetric Tangles on surfaces EPINET (epinet.anu.edu.au)
We have the theoretical framework to completely enumerate three periodic tangles.
Line Packings 3D weavings form 2D line packing. The simplest line packing build rod packings,
well known in structural chemistry and the study of material organic frameworks. Examples of
beta manganese rod packing and sigma plus rod packing again.
1. Terpolymer self-assembly different pitch helix to obtain packings of trees.
2. Corneocyte microstructure the swelling of skin cells and wrinkling is a phenomena where
exposure to water cells increasing to many time their original size. The unique swelling
property of the structure allows us to infer via theoretical modeling the geometry of the
filament arrangement.
Morphometric approach to solvation free energy : Hadwiger’s Characterization Theorem
𝐹 = 𝑝𝑉 + 𝜎𝐴 + 𝜅𝐶 + 𝜅̅ 𝑋
(Geometric morphometrics is an approach that studies shape using Cartesian landmark
and semilandmark coordinates that are capable of capturing morphologically distinct
shape variables. Geometric morphometrics is part of a larger subfield in anthropology,
which has more recently been named virtual anthropology)
3. Auxetic tensegrities from woven structures mechanism of skin structure, constructing a
network, elastic connector and rigid bars.
Upcoming book “The Structure of Tangling” with Stephen Hyde, 2019, Oxford University Press

